
Once he was a king of Birmingham's entertainment world, a host
to top stars such as Tom Jones, Val Doonican and Matt Monro.
He had two private aircraft, a yacht, luxury flat and was the boss
of a lavish entertainment empire covering the Midlands. 
John Reeve, former Coventry hot pie salesman, had the
ambition to become a millionaire by the time he was 30. As
chairman and managing director of John Reeve Holdings Ltd.,
he headed a company that controlled several of the Midlands
top night spots. 
The Castaways Club, with its tropical island decor, opened in
Bradford Street, Birmingham, in November 1966. 
Two years later the Forty Thieves Club In Coventry was opened
and the company controlled the Captain's Table restaurant, also
in Coventry. But John Reeve never achieved his ambition.
Financial problems came along and deals were negotiated for
the leases to be taken over by new owners. Today, at 33, the
former nightclub owner is earning a living by giving trips round
the bay in his sailing boat. 

In business In business 
He has himself become a castaway on a beautiful tropical island in the West
Indies, 4,000 miles away from the club where his dreams of an island paradise
were first formed. To get there he first sailed the Atlantic in his little blue trimaran
Highwayman. The boat is anchored In Grand Anse Bay, Grenada in beautiful
clear blue water only 100 yards from one of the world's most beautiful beaches. 
On the beach in front of Two of Grenada's biggest hotels the £25-a-day Spice
Island and Holiday Inn, it was here that John Reeve told me of his life as a
tropical castaway. 

John recalled his days at the Castaways in Birmingham. "They were good fun
and we got some really top artists, but things began to go wrong," he said.
"Money went tighter because people were not spending so much and people
cut down on their night life. The gaming side of the club had to be closed 'down
because of crippling taxation. "I decided to get out. I wanted to try a completely
different way of life. 

"We had the night life, the big stars, the girls and everything that goes with a
high life. I had 330 people working for me in the companies and I was trying to
work 25 hours a day. "To get away from it all to relax I found myself going to the
company yacht, the Castaway Girl which cost £10,000.

No idea No idea 
"Because of this I decided to do something full time with a boat. I wanted
somewhere warm and the Caribbean seemed ideal, but I needed to get a sailing
boat and I had no idea about sailing. "I advertised for anyone going deep sea
sailing so that I could get experience. "The idea was that Judy Thomas, also a
director of the company, who was in charge of the Forty Thieves at Coventry,
would crew our boat, so we both wanted to learn."

John Reeve and Judy ThomasJohn Reeve and Judy Thomas

‘ The Castaways ’‘ The Castaways ’
The story of the ‘The Castaways’ night club, we as the ‘Waikiki Islanders’ were resident there from the opening

‘till the closing. They were eventful times for all concerned. I came across the following article from the
Birmingham mail  August 1971, while clearing out the endless clutter in our recent move, and because recently

while researching for articles on the internet I came across the outcome of John Reeves adventure. 
I think he probably made the right choice.

Nailed to a tree on the beach isNailed to a tree on the beach is
his "business" sign, chalked onhis "business" sign, chalked on
a board.a board. It says, It says, 
"We have just sailed the Atlantic."We have just sailed the Atlantic.
Would you like to come a sail withWould you like to come a sail with
us? We go up the coast to a smallus? We go up the coast to a small
cove where we anchor and swim,cove where we anchor and swim,
snorkel and explore.” We trail asnorkel and explore.” We trail a
hopeful line. Last week we caughthopeful line. Last week we caught
a 4ft. king fish. 58 U.S. a person.a 4ft. king fish. 58 U.S. a person.
Children free. Rum punches allChildren free. Rum punches all
afternoon gratis. Meet here 1.30.afternoon gratis. Meet here 1.30.
The blue tri opposite.The blue tri opposite.

Grand Anse Beach, Grenada. Grand Anse Beach, Grenada. 
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John and Judy both got jobs aboard a boat, which sailed from Burnham-
on-Crouch in August 1969. In fact we did not learn a great deal because
although the trip to Gibraltar took us six weeks, we only spent 15 hours
under sail, the rest of the time we were motoring. 
It was in Gibraltar that I decided that it was time to get our own boat and
start training on it. Soon afterwards I bought the blue trimaran Highwayman
which we have now. We got her fitted out in Salcombe and some of the
locals gave us weekend tuition so that we began to learn what it was all
about. Eventually we set off for Spain but we were becalmed in fog off
Ushant and had to put into Brest. Then we made for Corunna, where we
stocked up, and then made for Lisbon and Gibraltar. "It had taken us' seven
days to get from Brest to Corunna and all the time we were learning about
the boat and how to handle her. 

On the way to Gibraltar the self steering gear on the boat broke and for the
rest of the trip we had to spend our time steering her by hand, doing three
hours on then three hours off. Those watches were terribly boring. We just
had to do something about it. Eventually we got it fixed and the next few
weeks were spent bumming around Mediterranean. We were, getting to
know the boat well and we tried to arrange our sailing so that could 'meet
friends from back home who were travelling to the Med. on holiday. 
From the Costa del Sol we moved around to Majorca, Alicante and the
Costa Brava. In Palma, I met Eddie Fewtrell, from the Cedar Club
Constitution Hill. It was great to meet al the people I had known Birmingham
or Coventry and hear what was happening around the clubs. But it did not
make me want to return home I knew now that I only one thing to sail
Atlantic. That is what I was getting ready for." 

Training for the journey continued, they sailed the Mediterranean to "sort
out the boat and learn the ropes." The 33-year, old former nightclub owner
said: "Eventually we put into Gibraltar. My brother Walter, a single man with
two businesses in Leicester, sold up everything and came out to Gibraltar
to join us for the journey. 

Huge Waves Huge Waves 
''The first leg we wanted to complete was the 800 miles from Gibraltar to
the Canaries. We set out in very strong winds and we fairly tore into the
Atlantic. "Waves were breaking over us and the size of the breakers against
the little boat was tremendous. "There were times when all three of us
wondered whether we were 'going to make it, but the trimaran took the
battering bravely, "When we sighted the first of the Canaries my brother
asked to be put ashore, 

Second leg Second leg 
We left him on that first island, miles from anywhere, standing on the beach with his suitcase." In the Canaries
John and Judy began to provision the boat for the second leg of their journey, the 2,800 miles to Barbados. 
The stocks included 20 gallons of wine and 75 gallons of water. John received some instruction from a local man
on how to take readings from the sun. They had arrived in Las Palmas in the December. By March their money
was running short.' John said: "We had been sailing around for 12 months without getting any money and funds
were running very low. 

Flat broke Flat broke 
In fact, on the day we had fixed to sail from the Canaries we were flat broke. We had spent our last few pesetas
buying water for the voyage. Then came a shock. “Just as we were about to set out we discovered that one of
the water tanks had sprung a leak and instead of having 75 gallons, we had only 50 left. "It was a big decision
to make. If we deferred sailing we would have been eating into our stocks without any money for replacement. I
suppose we should not really have gone, but 1 knew it was then or never. So many things had gone wrong earlier
that we just said, Dam it. We are going. And we went," 

The Highwayman - the trimaranThe Highwayman - the trimaran
in which John and Judy sailedin which John and Judy sailed

the Atlantic.the Atlantic.

Map of part of their incredibleMap of part of their incredible
journey.journey.
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Highwayman slipped out of Las Palmas in mid-March this year with John Reeve using a plastic sextant to take
his readings. I had no idea whether the readings were right or wrong for the first fortnight, but we had favourable
winds and we made excellent progress. After a fortnight 1 picked up a radio Station in Barbados and 1 was able
to set course by this. 

Water worry Water worry 
"I was more confident of the direction when we could home on to the radio station, but in fact the readings I had
taken with the plastic sextant had been fair enough. "I reckoned I had been only a few miles out. What's that
when you are in the middle of the Atlantic?" 
But the loss of one third of the fresh water before they started was a worry. "We used the water solely for drinking
and used sea water for washing and washing up. 

Nightly party Nightly party 
"We rationed the supply of fresh water and took it out a pint at time, keeping a careful check on how much we
used. In marking it down in this way we knew exactly how much was left all the time. "In fact our anxiety about
the water turned out to be unnecessary because we made such rapid progress. 
"We also had the stock of wine, of course, and we treated ourselves to a party every night to relieve some of the
boredom, a special party was arranged for the night when we reached the halfway stage of the journey.” 

Tinned duck Tinned duck 
"At Las Palmas when we were fitting out and provisioning we bought a tinned duck as a special treat for the
halfway party. "In fact it was not opened, because I was never sure that my readings with the plastic sextant
were accurate, I never knew when we were at the halfway stage." 
John Reeve smiled and indicated Highwayman at anchor off shore. "We still have the tinned duck aboard now." 
It took them exactly three weeks to complete the voyage from the Canaries to Barbados - a very fast crossing.
They had used only 10 gallons of fresh water. 

Near disaster Near disaster 
Just before sunset on their twentieth day the two voyagers spotted land on the horizon. They seemed set for a
comfortable journey's end on the next morning. Yet, at this late stage disaster nearly overcame them. 
John said: "At about 2 a.m. I saw a lighthouse flashing, but because there was such a long time between flashes,
in the darkness I thought we were farther from the island than we were. "Suddenly there was all hell let loose,
ahead I saw a white line where the great Atlantic breakers were smashing over a coral reef some distance from
the shore. We were roaring down on the island, driven by 30ft. waves. 

Life jackets Life jackets 
"It seemed such irony. There we were, having spent three weeks trying to ensure that we found the island, now
facing disaster by ramming it at a very high rate of knots and getting the boat smashed up. "I grabbed the steering
and called Judy and we frantically began to take in sail. We put on our life jackets as the seas broke over us and
washed us around driving us beam on. "Somehow we managed to get in all the sail and to creep along 'the
coastline until we found a safe anchorage. 
"It was Good Friday when we reached Barbados and everywhere was closed for the holiday. "To be truthful, we
were rather disappointed with Barbados, so we spent only three days there before setting sail once more to
explore the other West Indian islands." 
First port of call was St. Vincent in the Windward: Islands, rugged and lush green with tropical vegetation. Then
south through the smaller tropical islands of the Grenadines until they reached Grenada. John said: "Of all the
islands in the Caribbean we have seen, Grenada' is the loveliest. "It is everyone's dream of a tropical island
beautiful scenery, superb beaches, wonderful swimming in clear water and plenty of sun with average temperature
of 85 degrees. 

Rum punchRum punch
"We shall certainly stay here for a while. I have got the necessary work permits and certificates and Judy and I
earn our living by taking out tourists sailing.  "We sail to a little bay, fish, swim, have a beach barbecue and supply
as much rum punch as visitors want. The income we get is adequate for our needs out here. "More and more
tourists from the States and Britain are coming here and B.O.A.C. have just begun a new cut-price Early Bird air
service to the Caribbean which will bring a dream holiday within the reach of so many more people. 
"Somehow it seems strange to think that it took us three weeks to sail from the Canaries to the Caribbean when
B:O.A.C. are flying people from Britain in hours." 
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Not sorry Not sorry 
What does the future hold for Judy Thomas and John Reeve? John said: "We are completely open-minded.
There are only two of us. We are completely free and making good money. If we want to move on all we have to
do is to pull up the anchor and go. "I have started a new life out here and I am not sorry. 
After being reasonably successful at one time in Birmingham, I have realised that life really is for living and not
having your success judged simply by the figures in a bank account.  
"There are things that I miss, of course, I miss not flying my own plane any more, the little restaurants, good
eating and perhaps most of all, I miss the Castaways.
"It was there in Birmingham that I first started to build my own tropical island and now I am out here in Grenada.
I suppose you could say that we are real-life castaways." 

Taken from an article in the U.K. Birmingham ‘Evening Mail’ August 1971.  Reporter Harry Hawkes.Taken from an article in the U.K. Birmingham ‘Evening Mail’ August 1971.  Reporter Harry Hawkes.

A Success Story A Success Story 
Cruise Ship ExcursionsCruise Ship Excursions

John and Judy Reeve founded Cruise Ship Excursions, Inc. in 1970, which is now the largest excursion operator
in the United States Virgin Islands. Cruise Ship Excursions, Inc. is the proud operator of the Kon Tiki Glass Bottom
Party Raft, Castaway Girl Catamarans, Adventurer Catamarans, Golden Eagle Catamarans (St. Maartin), along
with a number of other island and adventure tours.
John and Judy are originally from Coventry, England. In 1969 they decided that they had enough of the “Old
Country” and decided to buy a 35’ trimaran sailboat. Not having much money, they set out on their voyage to
cross the Atlantic Ocean after spending only a few months learning the basics of sailing. Three weeks later they
made landfall in Barbados, almost being shipwrecked in the middle of the night. 

The Castaways, The Castaways, 
The upper floor - dinning and cabaretThe upper floor - dinning and cabaret. The whole
of the club was carpeted with footprints in sand.
Unfortunately this is the only photo we have.

The Waikiki Islanders 1966 (Castaways)The Waikiki Islanders 1966 (Castaways)
Frank Kahili Leadon, Basil, Mike DeSouza, and me.Frank Kahili Leadon, Basil, Mike DeSouza, and me.

Sadly this was how the Castaways ended up, and I believe the building has now been demolished.Sadly this was how the Castaways ended up, and I believe the building has now been demolished.
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In 1972 Cruise Ship Excursions, Inc bought their first commercial catamaran (Golden Eagle I) which currently
operates in St. Martin. Currently Cruise Ship Excursions, Inc. now owns 5 Catamarans, (3 Golden Eagles located
in St. Martin) and recently in 2004 acquired the 2nd of two Castaway Girl Catamaran’s for operation in St. Thomas,
Virgin Islands. Each catamaran holds between 60-89 passengers and is fitted with large easily accessible
stairways for easy access to the water for snorkeling and swimming. Each catamaran is equipped with a covered
shaded area as well as provides snorkel equipment and instruction.
In 1998 Cruise Ship Excursions, Inc. acquired their tour boat “Island Girl” for use as the first premiere air-
conditioned ferry for St. John Tours departing from the cruise ship dock. She is capable of carrying 295
passengers and was recently re-powered with triple 750hp MTU diesel engines in 2005 making her not only the
best looking, but also one of the fastest ferries in service for exclusive transport to St. John and its world famous
National Park.
Cruise Ship Excursions, Inc. continues to look for new tours and ideas to continually provide memorable
experiences for new and seasoned visitors alike. Cruise Ship Excursions, Inc. is still family owned and operated
by John and Judy Reeve and operated by their son Adam. They are dedicated to the Virgin Island community
and provide a number of donations as well as activities for local children to help them learn about the importance
of the environmental tourism. 
Currently Cruise Ship Excursions, Inc. continues to expand and is now working on attracting more business from
incentive groups who wish to create a one of a kind experiences for their special employees.

web address:- http://www.cruiseshipexcursions.comweb address:- http://www.cruiseshipexcursions.com
also they are on Facebook :- ‘Castaway Girl’also they are on Facebook :- ‘Castaway Girl’

Some of the Cruise Ship company vessels.Some of the Cruise Ship company vessels.
owned by the Reeve family.owned by the Reeve family.

‘Island Girl’ - St. John National Park ‘Island Girl’ - St. John National Park 
Scenic Island TourScenic Island Tour

Amazing ocean views from the Glass bottomedAmazing ocean views from the Glass bottomed
‘Kon Tiki’‘Kon Tiki’

‘Castaway Girl’ - catermaran‘Castaway Girl’ - catermaran ‘Adventuress’ Champagne Catamaran‘Adventuress’ Champagne Catamaran
Sail & Snorkel to St. JohnSail & Snorkel to St. John
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